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Abstract:The Ubiquitous Cloud is a concept of large-scale information service network as a social infra-structure.
It is featured by real-world context information extraction, user information profiling and self-cofiguration/-control
of network. The objective of the research is to evaluate the network traffic theoretically and thus give a guideline
of network design. In this paper, we especially consider those traffic factors that are related to movement of mobile
users and rea-time services, and thus discuss some necessary requirements for the network specification.
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1 Introduction
The Ubiquitous Cloud (UC) is the framework of a
ubiquitous network concept that has been advocated
since 2003 aiming at providing a theoretical and prac-
tical basis of a prospective social infra-structure. The
R&D of the concept is conducted in the Ubiquitous
network control and administration (Ubila) project of
Japan. The project members are experts in the field
from companies and universities.

UC is a information service network, as in Fig. 1,
with the following features:

• Autonomic extraction of various context infor-
mation from the real world and coordination of
an appropriate service for a user

• Keeping to provide a better service by user infor-
mation profiling

• Self-reconfiguration of the network

The supposed contents of the context informa-
tion include the matter of food, clothing and shel-
ter, crime/disaster prevention and rescue, meidi-
cal/welfare /nursing services, vehicles and ITS (in-
telligent transport system), economics and business,
amenity and favor, etc. The context information of a
user in the real-world is detected at any time by sen-
sors deployed everywhere and sent to a server called
cloud, which is the brain and controller of the net-
work. The cloud then forms an appropriate service
information for the user according to the context or
application and sends it to a nearby actuator to pro-
vide a real-world service. We call a pair of sensor and
actuator anode.

Technical elements close to user services level
suppose context-awareness /-modeling and location-
awareness. These are new themes in the relevant field.
Especially for the first one, R&D has just begun and
useful results has not obtained yet. In a physical or
technological level, on the other hand, suppose IPv6,
Heteroscedastic multiplexing, Ad Hoc network, real-
time scheduling, etc.

For such large-scale infrastructure network UC, it
is important to assess its network traffic theoretically
and give a designing guideline. The objective of the
research is obtain the theoretical assessment. Espe-
cially we want to know

• how much network capacity is necessary

• how much spatial density of the nodes is neces-
sary

• how long the response time from sensing to ac-
tuation is

• how quality of information is evaluated

Here an actuation implies not only the service with
physical operation but giving users requested informa-
tion.

Among the context fields mentioned above, it
may be considered that disaster rescue, medical ser-
vice, care for handicapped persons, etc. are of pubic
importance and they often need real-time response. In
recent years, on the other hand, a lot of applications in
these fields are developed so as to utilize mobile ter-
minals as PDA. Thus a consideration of mobile users
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Figure1: Ubiquitous Cloud Image

in UC may be a problem of high priority. Therefore,
in this paper, we focus our attention to mobile applica-
tions that requires real-time response to clarify prob-
lems raised in the assessment.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In
section 2, we survey known results so far and pick up
concepts that we will follow. Section 3 is the prelim-
inary consideration for UC traffic modeling, contain-
ing some remarks in user mobility formulation. Sec-
tion 4 then considers the fundamental features that the
UC should possess to seek for how to formulate the
traffic and what the distinction of UC from classical
queueing theory.

2 Recent Progress in Network Traffic
Study

Since 1990s, a large number of research on the net-
work traffic has been done. Their points of view are
characteristics specific to protocols (TCP/IP, HTTP,
FTP, etc.), network form (WAN, LAN, etc.) and appli-
cation (WWW, P2P, etc.). It is pointed out commonly
that the traffic has the following characteristics:

• failure of arrival process models by simple Pois-
son processes

• failure of traffic models by Markov processes

• self-similarity/long-range dependence; bursti-
ness

• elephant flow

Moreover, in aggregation of a lot of user traf-
fics, several authors reports that the aggregated traf-
fic does not present Gaussianity, according to mea-
surements of real traffic. Conventionally it is consid-
ered that the Gaussianity holds based on the assump-
tion that a central limit theorem holds. However, the
aggregated traffic being nonGaussian may imply that
we should consider rather a noncentral limit theorem,
which is sometimes the case for long-range dependent
processes.

As for the burstiness, Lowen and Teich discusses
the generation mechanism [12]. They give two such
models called Bartlett-Lewis process and Neman-
Scott process. In this study, we will consider our
model regarding these characteristics as well.
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Figure2: Basic Movement Model of a Mobile User

The original point of our model is that it is aim-
ing at modeling of spatio-temporal dynamics of the
network. In the conventional traffic model based
on queueing theory, user traffics accessing to finite
servers are aggregated; here the interest is in the sys-
tem behaviors with respect to time as stochastic pro-
cesses. Unfortunately the behaviors with respect to
spatial variables are not involved. Our research con-
siders the spatial behaviors as well as time from the
following point of view.

• sessions of mobile users

• applications that involves location-awareness–
disaster information, ITS, events, etc.

• consideration of spatial hop processes in Ad Hoc
connection

3 Preliminary Remarks: Modeling
Mobile Users

Let us consider the movement model as in Fig. 2. It
presents that a mobile user starts a session att = t0
accessing a nearby node and finishes at a random time
t = tN . The user sends a context information at
t = tn with rateϕn[MB/s] and receives in response
a service information real-time with rateψn[MB/s]
for n = 1, · · · , N . It may be convenient to consider
Φn = max(ϕn, ψn) since

• sometimes the capacity of send and receive
nodes are made the same

• even though the capacities are different, one can
estimate a necessary capacity by a larger one.

For the sake of simplicity, we take a uniform non-
random sampling rate along time, so thattn+1− tn =
τ [s]. This τ may be either greater or smaller than1,
according to applications. For example, in a real-time
critical system like a vehicle, that involves a faster
movement than a man,τ should be smaller than1.
In a system that considers human movements, on the
other hand,τ can be larger than1.

For the first connection in a session, we assume
that the connection itself obeys Poisson distribution.
It is the aggregated traffic that does not obey the Pois-
son distribution, and we should note that the connec-
tion itself can be modeled as Poisson arrivals like BL
process or NS process [12].

Fig. 2 presents that at eacht = tn, user position is
located in a corresponding disc which is the covered-
area by the node at the center of the circle. We some-
times identify the position of user and the node for the
sake of easy.

It may be considered that there are a lot o mobile
users like this. Let us denote the whole network region
D ⊂ R2 and letD be covered by subregionsDl: D =
∪lDl. Here both setting ofDl being disjoint or joint
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may be possible. In this case, let us assume that in
eachDl,

• new sessions start with the ratioλl[person/s·m2]

• existing session terminate with the ratio
µl[person/s ·m2]

(see Fig 3). If one wants to follow the stability argu-
ment in queueing theory, the one may takeλl < µl.
This flow-in/-out ratio for each subregionDl reflects
the local characteristics (Fig4).

In considering the sptio-temporal model as above,
it may be useful to formulate the user movements
based on stochastic arguments like

• distribution of user velocities

• distribution of inter-user distances

• distribution of amount of data the users
send/receive at each instance or position.

Here it should be noted, however, that if one in-
creases the random variables in the argument easily
then the user movement model could be too compli-
cated to tract theoretically. We do not hope that but a
framework that does is based on theoretical analysis.
In order for that it is necessary to construct the move-
ment model in a clever way. It is recognized that the
description of user’s spatial attribution is an important
problem [16].

Now, in order to study the relationship between
the spatial density of nodes and user velocities, we
may consider

• taking a time seriesXn representing the position
at t = tn and evaluate their N-dimensional dis-
tribution, considering it is a Markov process

• taking a 2-dimensional time seriesMn =
(Vn,Θn), where Vn is the velocity along the
line andΘn the angle of the moving direction
and horizontal or vertical axis; assumingMn

is a Markov process, we may evaluate its N-
dimensional distribution.

Also, each node has its own cover area.
In case that a session lasts over several nodes, we

will think of its flow-out of a node’s cover areaEl,n ⊂
Dl at(tn, xn) and flow-in to another node’s cover area
El′,n′ ⊂ Dl′ at (tn+1, xn+1). This l′ can be the same
as l. In this respect, we may consider the following
two ways:

• A flow-in or flow-out are involved in the starts
and ends of sessions inEl,n. The session-start
ratio in El,n is then taken asλl|El,n|/|Dl| and
session-end ratio asµl|El,n|/|Dl|, respectively.

• The flow-in ratio and flow-out ratio are taken
separately with the session-start withinEl,n and
session-end withinEl,n. In this case, the session-
start ratio withinEl,n and flow-in ratio may be
denoted asλl|El,n|/|Dl| and λ̄l|El,n|/|Dl| re-
spectively, and similarly, the session-end ratio
within El,n and flow-out ratio may be denoted
asµl|El,n|/|Dl| andµ̄l|El,n|/|Dl|, respectively.

In the first way, the model description is simple appar-
ently since the difficulty of modeling the flow-in/-out
is hidden away. But the model is the same as the one
in which there are no movements between{En,l}. We
thus employ the latter.

3.1 Congestion in a single user session

Let us denote the node that a useru0 accesses att
by s(t). If the u0 send/receiveϕ[MB] and if s(tn) 6=
s(tn+1), then the amount of data sent/received ats(tn)
ands(tn+1) are bothϕ/τ [MB/s], as long as the ses-
sion is alive, i.e. ϕ/τ ≥ ρ for the node’s capacity
ρ[MB/s].

Next, if s(tn) = s(tn+1), the amount of data
sent/received during the two time slots, i.e.[tn, tn+2)
is min(2τρ, ϕ) [MB]. This can be generalized as fol-
lows. We assume that the positions of nodes and users
are the same, for the sake of simplicity. Let the radius
of cover area of a node beζ[m]. If the u0 get out of
the area atn = N∗th step and get into another area,
then theN∗ is given by

N∗ = min

{
N

∣∣∣∣
(
τ

N∑

n=0

vn cos θn

)2

+
(
τ

N∑

n=0

vn sin θn

)2

≥ ζ2

}
.

(1)

In this case, fork1, k2 with 0 ≤ k1 < k2 ≤ N∗, a re-
quirement may be such that the maximum of amount
of data does not exceed the node’s capacity in some
sense. A primitive form of it may be

max
0≤k1<k2≤N∗

1
(k2 − k1)τ

k2∑

i=k1

ϕi ≤ C; (2)

Or, a probabilistic form may be as

P

(
max

0≤k1<k2≤N∗
1

(k2 − k1)τ

k2∑

i=k1

Φi ≤ C
)
≥ 1− δ

(3)
for certainprescribed smallδ, 0 < δ < 1. HereN∗
andΦi are random variables.
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Figure3: Area division according to coverage of cellular base stations or statistical characteristics

3.2 Congestion in Several Users

A node may be used by several users simultaneously.
For this, it is immediately understood that the fol-
lowing requirements should be satisfied. Let us sup-
pose that a useru0 sends a context information of size
ϕ[MB] from a node att = t0 and let another user
u = u1 sends the same data att = t1 from the same
node, moving the same direction asu0. Let the dis-
tance of the users ber[m] and verocities are the same
with v[m/s]. Then

t1 = t0 +
r

v
. (4)

If the capacity of the node isρ[MB/s], then the
time necessary to send or receive the data isϕ/ρ[s].
Hence, if

r

v
≥ ϕ

ρ
, (5)

thecongestionat the node does not occur. From this
itself, one might take the capacity satisfyingρ ≥
vϕ/r. Actuallyv, r, ϕ are, however, random variables
and we may consider requirements such as

P

(
R

V
≥ Φ
ρ

)
≥ 1− δ, (6)

whereR, V andΦ arerandom variables correspond-
ing to r, v andϕ respectively. For some applications
or positions these random variables may be set con-
stants. For example, instead ofΦ itself, the upper
boundΦ∗ may be used, so that random variables in
(6) are onlyR andV .

In a more general case where usersu1, · · · , uν
appear in anEl,n simultaneously, it is sufficient for
the connection not to overflow is that

min
1≤i≤ν

ri
vi
≥ ϕ0 + · · ·+ ϕν

ρ
, (7)

i.e. ρ ≥ ∑ν
i=0 ϕi/

[
min1≤i≤ν ri/vi

]
; In a slightly

more general argument the node may have a buffer,
which we assume the capacityb [MB]. Then the re-
quirement, stated in the probabilistic form, is ex-
pressed as

P


 min

1≤i≤ν
Ri
Vi
≥

[∑ν
i=1 Φi

]
− b

ρ


 ≥ 1− δ. (8)

If we consider in eachEl,n only those sessions
that start within it and assumes the amount of data sent
by each user is the same, then we can apply directly an
argument of queueing theory to evaluate the loss prob-
ability at the node. The argument, calledM/M/c/c
system, assumes Poisson arrival for each connection,
exponential service time,c service stations and no
waiting rooms. It is a lossy system since a customer
arriving whenc customers are already being served in
each station then the new customer cannot enter the
system.

In our model, we can think of the numberc of ser-
vice stations as capacity of the node. Thus the capac-
ity of the node isc[MB/s] and each user send data to
the node with the same rates[MB/s], so thatξ = c/s
users can connect to the node simultaneously. Then,
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Figure4: Flow-in/-out of sessions

the probabilityPν thatν users are connecting sessions
in El,n is given by [8, Section 3.7]

Pν =
ρν

ν!
P0, ν ∈ N0, (9)

with

ρ =
λl|El,n|/|Dl|
µl|El,n|/|Dl| =

λl
µl

(10)

and

P0 =

[
ξ∑

ν=0

ρν

ν!

]−1

, (11)

respectively. Also, the loss probability that a new user
trying to connect when there areξ users already is
given by

Pξ =
ρξ/ξ!∑ξ
ν=0 ρ

ν/ν!
. (12)

Theseexpressions are called Erlang’s B formula.
Here it is important to recognize that we are im-

plicitly assuming the number of users try to start a
connection newly within a time slot of lengthτ is one.
For the sake of a more realistic model, we have to take

into account that several users may start connection
within a time slot.

4 Towards the Modeling and Estima-
tion of UC

In this section, we consider special features of the UC
traffic model distinct from classical queuing theory.
Such features may include

• spatio-temporal birth-death processes or its vari-
ants rather than temporal birth-death processes

• multiple occurrence [1][2], corresponding to
multi-user connection, in a temporal point pro-
cess rather than single occurrence

• the traffic process is for the amount of user traf-
fic, and not for the number of connecting users.

• induction of clusters [1][2] by each user in each
point of the temporal point processes. Especially,
the clusters are such that, aggregated over the
users and points, they approximate to self-similar
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andLRD traffic process. In this sense, the distri-
bution over user traffic sizes, that represents well
the traffic components from mice to elephants,
may be involved in the traffic modeling.

• description of user mobility by a spatio-temporal
Markov process. By the spatial Markovian prop-
erty, we may think of the Gibbs process [][],
which is such that given the position of a user
in certain boundary region ofDls, his movement
afterward is independent of the past.

Since our motivation has become clear as above,
it is helpful to see a known result that may be a basis to
our problem, which we do in the following subsection.

4.1 A Known Result in Jackson’s Networks

In this subsection, we survey briefly the known re-
sult, called Jackson’s theorem, and indicate differ-
ences from our problem. Then the Jackson’s theo-
rem will be an appropriate starting point for us and
we have to seek for an extension beyond it.

The setting of Jackson’s theorem is as follows [8].
We consider a network of nodes, each of which is a
service facility and each with storage room for queues.
Customers enter the system at various points, queue
for service and upon departure from one of the nodes
proceed to one of other nodes to receive there addi-
tional service.

The network consists ofN nodes where thei-th
node consists ofmi exponential servers each with pa-
rameterµi. Further, thei-th node receives arrivals
from outside the system in the form of a Poisson pro-
cess at rateγi. If N = 1, then it is just anM/M/m
system. Upon leaving thei-th node a customer pro-
ceeds to thej-th node with probabilityri,j . After
completing service in thei-th node the probability
that the customer departs from the network is given
by 1−∑N

j=1 ri,j .
In order to indicate the arrival from outside and

the departure to outside of the network, we designate
states0 andN + 1. Thus,r0,i is the probability that
next externally generated arraival will enter the net-
work at nodei, while ri,N+1 is the probability that a
customer leavingi-th node departs from the network.
r0,N+1 is the probability that the next arrival require
no service and leave immediately upon arrival. In ad-
dition, let the exponential serveice rate at nodei be
µki when the there areki customers at the node.

Below, we will calculate the total average arrival
rate of customers to a given node. Letλi be the tptal

average arrival rate toi-th node. Then,

λi = γi +
N∑

j=1

λi rj,i, (13)

for i = 1, · · · , N . Let kkk = (k1, · · · , kN ) be number
of customers in each of the nodes. Thuskkk is the state
of the network. Then,S(kkk) =

∑N
i=1 ki denotes the

total number of customers in the network. LetPk(t)
be the time-dependent state probabilities,

Pk(t) = P
(

state vector at timet iskkk
)
. (14)

As in the usual formulation method of queues, we can
write the differential equation governing the the state
probability as

dPk(t)
dt

= −
[
γ(S(kkk)) +

N∑

i=1

µki(1− rii)
]
Pk(t)

+
N∑

i=1

γ(S(kkk)− 1) r0,i Pkkk(i−)(t)

+
N∑

i=1

µki+1 ri,N+1 Pkkk(i+)(t)

+
N∑

i,j=1
i6=j

µki+1 rj,i Pkkk(i,j)(t),

(15)

wherekkk(i−) equalskkk except for itsi-th component
with the i-th component iski − 1 andkkk(i+) equals
kkk except for itsi-th component with thei-th compo-
nent iski + 1. Also, kkk(i, j) = kkk except that itsi-th
andj-th components areki − 1 andkj + 1, respec-
tively. Here the first term of the right hand side is
the probability component corresponding to the case
that the stateS(kkk) is unchanged due to the complete
balance of arrival from and departure to outside. The
second term corresponds to the case that state gets in-
creased fromS(kkk) − 1 to S(kkk), by external arrivals.
The third term corresponds to the case that state gets
decreased fromS(kkk)+1 toS(kkk), by departure to out-
side. The fouth term is the case corresponding to the
case that the stateS(kkk) is unchanged due to just inter-
nal emigration-immigration.

For equilibrium oft → ∞, the differential equa-
tion can be solved forlimt→∞ Pkkk(t) = pkkk to be

pkkk =
1
G
f(kkk)F (S(kkk)), (16)
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where

F (K) =
K−1∏

S(kkk=0

γ(S(kkk)), (17)

f(kkk) =
N∏

i=1

ki∏

ji=1

ei
µji

and (18)

G =

{∑∞
K=0 F (K)H(K) if the sum converges

∞ otherwise,

(19)

with
H(K) =

∑

kkk: S(kkk)=K

f(kkk). (20)

4.2 Departure from the formulation based
on Jackson’s Network

Though the Jackson’s theorem stated above applies in
some parts of our setting, it does not in several other
points. The applicable point is the network topology.
The differences are in the following points:

• The Jackson’s network considers the increase or
decrease of number of customers (network data
size) only by1 at a time, while we would like the
increase or decrease by general integers. This
may call for the multiple occurrence [1][2] in
Poisson arrivals.

• The Jackson’s network do not consider the
spatial dynamics of state probability but only
termporal, while we would like to consider the
data size flow in a spatio-temporal point dynam-
ics.

• We would like to model certain cluster processes
cause by the Poisson arrival as well, in order to
describe the self-similarity or LRD.

Below we consider a traffic model of UC that
takes into account the first three features of the above,
to seek for the formulation of traffic model.

For thel-th region, let the aggregated user traf-
fic process beX(l)(t), t ≥ 0. By p(l)

n (t), we denote
P (X(l)(t) = n) for n ∈ N0.

First, we would like to describe a differential
equation to formulate thep(l)

n (t). Before that, how-
ever, we should remark that it will be a better approach
to take the state space of the amount of user traffic
X(l)(t) rather than the number of connected users as
is traditional in classical queueing theory.

The reason for this, besides that basically we
would like to estimate the amount of the traffic at a
time instantt or ast→∞, is as follows.

Consider the distribution of amount of user traf-
ficsϕ ≥ 0 [MB/s]. Then each of the traffics runs over
horizontal time axis, as an on-off source [9][17], with
ϕ the vertical axis. Thusϕ may be considered to take
nonnegative integer values.

It may as well be written withϕ real-valued for
the sake of theoretical formulation. In such cases,
one may wants to divide the vertical axis with a fi-
nite number of partition so that the one can apply a
traditional birth-death processes in queueing theory in
every partitioned classes, with input and output rates
depending on the classes. This is awkward, however,
since the distribution of user traffics consists of “so
many mice and rare elephants” [11][15]. Here the
mice mean those users that cause small amount of
traffics, while the elephants those that cause extraor-
dinarily large amount of traffics. The distribution of
the user traffic thus vary overϕ. This may be writ-
ten well neither by the partitions ofϕ stated above nor
by considering the number of connected users as the
vertical axis. Presence of the each traffic size class
along time axis is depicted in Figure 5. Therefore, we
will consider the differential equation ofp(l)

n (t), not
of number of users but the amount of aggregated user
traffic. Now letλν andµν , ν =∈ N0 be input and
output rate, respectively. Then, along with the birth-
death state transition in classical queueing theory but
with multiple occurrence of points [1], we may write

p(l)
n (t+ h) = pn(t)

{
1−

∑

ν∈N
(λ(l)
ν + µ(l)

ν )h
}

+
n∑

ν=1

p
(l)
n−ν(t+ h)λ(l)

ν h

+
∑

ν∈N0

p
(l)
n+ν(t+ h)µ(l)

ν h+ o(h),

(21)

where 



λ
(l)
ν = ζ

(l)
ν +

∑

i6=l
η(i,l)
ν ,

µ
(l)
ν = γ

(l)
ν +

∑

i 6=l
η(l,i)
ν ,

(22)

with ζ
(l)
ν andγ(l)

ν the birth and death rates in thel-
th region, whileη(i,l)

ν andη(l,i)
ν the “immigration” rate

from i-th tol-th region and “emmigration” rate froml-
th to i-th region, respectively. Here the “immigration”
and “emmigration” are for the amount of user traffic
and not for the number of connected users.
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Figure5: User traffics aggregation att = t0 over various values ofϕ

Then (21) yields

dpn(t)
dt

= −pn(t)
∑

ν∈N
(λ(l)
ν + µ(l)

ν )

+
n∑

ν=1

p
(l)
n−ν(t+ h)λ(l)

ν +
∑

ν∈N0

p
(l)
n+ν(t+ h)µ(l)

ν .

(23)

Solvingtheequation explicitly may be difficult. Cer-
tain another way of characterizing the solutionpn(t)
will be desired.

On the other hand, we can write the distribution
of aggregated on-off process as follows. LetIν,k be
thek-th occurrence of the busy period of process for
ϕ = ν andXν the random sum ofIν,k by random
upper boundNν(t) ∈ N0. Thus we may write

Xν(t) =
Nν(t)∑

k=1

Wν,k Iν,k, (24)

with the amount loadWν,k for k-th occurrence for
eachν. Then, X(t) =

∑
ν Xν(t) represents the

amount of aggregated traffic. Assuming independence
of Xν(t) overν, we have

P (X(t) ≤ x) = P

(∑
ν

Xν(t) ≤ x
)

= G1 ∗G2 ∗ · · · ,
(25)

where Gν is the distribution function ofXν(t):
Gν(t, x) = P (Xν(t) ≤ x). Let {pν,k(t)} =
P (Nν(t) = k),

∑
k pν,k(t) = 1 andF ∗kν (x) thek-th

convolution of the distributionFν(x) thatt is in some
Iν,k:

Fν(x) = P

(
t ∈

∑

k∈N0

Iν,k

)
. (26)

Then, we have

Gν(t, x) = P

( N(t)∑

k=1

Wν,k Iν,k ≤ x
)

=
∑

k∈N0

pν,k(t)F ∗kν,k(x).

(27)

Asymptotically ast → ∞, this can be calculated fur-
ther using a tool of renewal equations [6].

5 Concluding Remarks

In traffic modeling of UC, we have extracted severak
problems in spatio-temporal modeling of mobile users
and real-time requirement of sending context informa-
tion and receiving service information. We take into
account some characteristics pointed out by several
authors after 1990s. While the conventional queue-
ing theoretic models are mainly interested in tempo-
ral behavior of the system, we would like to construct
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a spatio-temporalmodel for UC, and thus to give a
guideline of network design.

The mobile user model in this paper will be a ba-
sic concept of the spatio-temporal model. The behav-
ior could be somewhat complicated, but it is due to
the spatio-temporal dimension. We are to consider
several theoretical problems such as how the move-
ment model is connected to the self-similarity of the
aggregated traffic, formulation of the optimal design
for a given requirement and whether the limit for large
number of aggregation enjoys central limit theorem or
not.

Towards the UC traffic model formulation, we can
consider several point of view in order to make the
model distinct from classical queueing theory. Ex-
amples of such point of view may be those listed
in the beginning of Section 4. Some of the points
are complicated version of basic and classical con-
cepts. Among them, formulation along the last two
points may have challenging interdisciplinary inter-
ests: the connection of SS and LRD property with
spatio-temporal process, and statistical mechanics.
We would like to explore the formulation along these
directions more.

Finally, it will be necessary to perform a verifi-
cation of the model through a simulation. For this,
one may consider simulating the spatio-temporal dy-
namics by cell auto-maton. As the cell auto-maton
is sometimes used for a microscopic behavior simula-
tion to obtain a macroscopic description of the model,
we would like to have an equation, like partial dif-
ferential equation, that describes the spatio-temporal
dynamics.
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